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WHITE HALL / RED HALL
MARCH 16 — MAY 1 2016
294 winning photographs in 5 nominations:
“PEOPLE.EVENTS. EVERYDAY LIFE”, “NATURE”, “ARCHITECTURE”, “STYLE”
AND THIS YEAR’S SPECIAL THEME “WAR AND PEACE INSIDE OF US”
BEST OF RUSSIA — is the only all–Russian project that is open for both amateur photographers and
famous masters, recognized in Russia and abroad.
Among them: Ilya Pitalyov, winner of the Sony World Photography Awards, photo reporter of the Rossiya Segodnya news agency; AP Moscow bureau reporter, winner of the Interphoto Mikhail Dzhaparidze;
Vladimir Fedorenko, a photographer who covered numerous international conflicts; photo artist Mikhail
Rozanov, whose works are part of collections of Russia’s main museums; TASS news agency photographers Sergei Bobylev, Artyom Geodakyan; Sergei Savostyanov; fashion photographers Marat Mukhonkin
and Danil Golovkin; blogger Ilya Varlamov and many others.
BEST OF RUSSIA — is not only a reflection of the state of Russian photography, but also a cohesive picture of the country’s life over one year.

“PEOPLE. EVENTS. EVERYDAY LIFE”
The anniversary of Great victory, the “Immortal regiment” march, Boris Nemtsov memorial march —
these pictures resemble a news bulletin and remind
us what this year will be remembered for. Triumph,
prayer, prison, faith. How these events are reflected
on the faces of Russian people? How people change
when they face the inevitable? What do disabled
people, who have lost the ability to manage their
body, feel? Unwed mothers, with their disabled children, Paralympian runners — these people do not
come from some parallel reality, they are our neighbors. “People. Events. Everyday life” is a diary that
contains everything that our country lived through
over the last year.
Andrei Golovanov, “Release!”
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“NATURE”
Whether it is a grand landscape or life of animals, you can only shoot nature while being by
yourself. For many hours photographers have to
wait for the right light and color. Visitors of BEST
OF RUSSIA can feel this particular state of mind
of a photographer: playful, but also meditative.
This year people will see pictures from some of
the most hard–to–reach areas of Russia.

Kirill Sergeev, “Baikal Labyrinth”

“ARCHITECTURE”
Here you can see how the city’s geometry is
made up of asphalt, concrete, beams of light, Soviet monuments and classic sculpture.

Igor Kryzhko ,“Morning Mist”

“STYLE”
Fashion photography has become a form of art.
It aim is to reflect pure beauty. A star, or a mysterious Russian beauty are shot by a photographer,
who is not indifferent to his model.

Octavia Colt, “In The Spotlight”
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“WAR AND PEACE INSIDE OF US”, SPECIAL TOPIC OF THIS YEAR
Aleksandr Budberg, commentator:

“How does the post-war time turn into the pre-war
one? What happens to us at this moment? Where is
the border that separates the world from the crime
that is called “war”?
It is difficult to respond to these questions and is
probably impossible to do it in full. But attempting
to tackle them is important and interesting. These
questions concern all of us together and each of us
separately.

Natalia Skripka, “World Is Tired Of War”

What happens with the country, people, nation? Is
this new vibe already in the air or not? If yes, then
how can it be reflected on a black-and-white or coloured picture? How can we show our individual
connection with our Russia? How can we translate
these feelings into a common zeitgeist?

This is what this year’s special nomination is about — about the atmosphere of our life, about changes that
happen inside of us, our families, our cities. About the atmosphere that we live in. We have to catch this
elusive “decisive moment” that will show and explain everything. Express it all at the end of the day. This
“decisive moment” is individual for all of us separately. But when there are many of them, we can come closer
to the answer: what side of the front are we on; what to expect, what to fear and what to hope for? Where is
our war and where is our peace?”

Sofia Trotsenko, President of the Winzavod center for contemporary art:

“Almost every second visitor of the WINZAVOD Center for Contemporary Art likes photography. Today people
make good pictures not only with a professional camera, but also with a smartphone. But it is one thing to
like photography as such and it is another to become a professional photographer. That’s why one of the
main aims of the exhibit is to create a system of supporting little–known but talented photographers by
allowing them to participate in an exhibit together with prominent masters of the art.”

THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OF BEST OF RUSSIA ’15
March–April 2016 Winzavod Center for Contemporary Art
LECTURES, WORKSHOPS, PORTFOLIO REVIEWS, VIDEO SCREENINGS
This year visitors of the educational program will have a unique opportunity to listen to a full course on the
history of photography by a professor of Russian State University for the Humanities Aleksey Loginov and
also get personal recommendations at workshops conducted by famous photographers.
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THE JURY OF THE BEST OF RUSSIA’15
Aleksandr Budberg, columnist, journalist;
Madina Gogova, Minister of Culture of the Karachay–Cherkessia republic, founder of Artwin gallery;
Igor Gurovich, designer, poster artist, art–director of Ostengruppe, Arbeitskollektiv;
Nikolai Kanavin, chairman of the board of directors of Pro Lab photo holding;
Pavel Kassin, head of the photo department of Kommersant publishing house
Aleksei Loginov, historian of photography, curator;
Dmitri Ozerkov, head of the modern arts department of the State Hermitage museum;
Vladimir Povshenko, editor–in–chief of the “Rossiyskoe photo” magazine;
Aleksandra Rozhkova, photo editor of “Afisha” magazine;
Sofia Trotsenko, President of the Winzavod Center for the Contemporary Art
James Hill, photographer, photojournalist

“Best of Russia” — is a photo project, unprecedented in scale, covering all regions of the country. Any person
who enjoys photography, either as a recognized photography or amateur, can participate in the project. The
only requirement is that photographs must have been taken in Russia between September 2014 and November 2015. The project’s goal is to authentically capture a year in the life of Russia in the most vivid and
creative photographs.

DETAILED INFORMATION OF THE WINNERS
http://thebestofrussia.ru/ru/winners/2015
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